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Fosh Food

Special edition
The new Ithaca of
the Mediterranean
by Joan Bennassàr

Marc Fosh
takes your
milkshake
to the
next
level
● PAGE 21

● 8 PAGE SPECIAL INSIDE

b YOUR FULL LOCAL WEATHER FORECAST FOR THE WEEK AHEAD: P35
Spain’s early
heatwave
causes
problems
● Spain's earliest heatwave in over 40 years is
causing extreme stress to
the countr y's birds and
leading baby birds, nesting
in buildings, to fall out of
their nests as they try to escape the high temperatures.
A team at a bird recovery
centre in Madrid is treating scores of dehydrated
and undernourished baby
swifts that fell from their
nests in building facades
or roof cavities, after they
tried to leave before they
could properly fly.

S Z WA R E
JOYERÍA

WE BUY AND SELL
INDIVIDUALS & PROFESSIONALS
GOLD
INGOTS
SILVER
JEWELLERY
DIAMONDS
SAPPHIRES

EMERALDS
BIG BRAND
WATCHES:
PATEK PHILIPPE,
ROLEX, CARTIER, ETC.
ANTIQUES
BRANDED BAGS

Free valuations,
no commission, we give
you the best price.

Sell nothing without
consulting us first.
Tel. 971 724 015
Mobile: 618 650 171.
Avd. Jaime III, 29 bj, Palma.
Opening hours:
Monday to Thursday from
10.30am to 7pm.
Friday: 10.30am to 2pm.
Closed weekends

Is this the future
of air travel in the
Balearics?
Palma.— You could be one day flying to the Balearics from the mainland in a Helium airship after a
Spanish regional airline placed an
order with a British airship company.
Hybrid Air Vehicles, a UK-based
leader in sustainable aircraft technologies, has announced an aircraft
reservation agreement with one of

by Bulletin Staff Reporter

the largest regional airlines in
Europe, Spain´s Air Nostrum
Group, for HAV’s pioneering hybrid
aircraft -Airlander 10.
The landmark partnership sees Air
Nostrum Group reserve ten 100seat Airlander 10 aircraft for delivery from 2026 onwards, with a

Rural life in
Mallorca
By Peter Clover
● PAGE 15

view to begin operations as launch
airline.
While the Air Nostrum Airlander
10 fleet is set for initial operations
across Spain, HAV plans to launch
production of the aircraft in South
Yorkshire UK, this year, creating
thousands of skilled jobs in green

Week in
review on
the island
By Sarah Forge ● PAGE 8-10

aerospace technologies and supporting levelling up across the region.
The reservation agreement follows six months of rigorous studies
and modelling carried out by Air
Nostrum Group and HAV into the
operation of Airlander 10 on Spanish domestic aviation routes and
the associated economics.

By Andrew Valente ● PAGES 22-23
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